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Total’s March on Hunger

Our new website supports our mission to provide clients with reliable IT insights, valuable IT
solutions and exceptional IT service.
Total is proud to have been a part of
the annual Island Harvest “March on
Hunger” Food Drive as a member of the
Long Island Village Clerk’s & Treasurers
Association (LIVCTA).

with a “Total-ly” NEW WEBSITE!
OUR WEBSITE FEATURES:
... new helpful content
... a new, user-friendly interface
... easy access to client login
... videos and event listings

Our site is new, but our web address is the
same. Go and check it out! https://total.us.com/
We’ll be updating content
regularly
Our site will continually feature new
case histories, product data sheets,
videos and some surprises too!

You’ll receive email updates,
but check back often to see for yourself.
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This year, the LIVCTA collectively donated
1,212 pounds of food which yields about
9,050 meals for those in need on Long
Island.

Ransomware: Are you
protected?

One of best things a business can do
to defend against ransomware is to
educate its employees. Statistics indicate
that one in five employees will open and
click on emails containing malware that
can infect an entire business network,
encrypting files and making them
inaccessible until a ransom is paid.
Businesses can also protect themselves
by implementing a business continuity
solution that incrementally backs up
data allowing you to restore it to a point
in time before a ransomware infection.
Watch our video on the homepage of
our website (http://total.us.com) on how
Total helped save a client from a costly
ransomware attack.
Call Total at 877-777-8093 to find out
more about our Cybersecurity Awareness
Training and our Business Continuity
Solution, both critical components
of our cybersecurity solution, Total’s
Layered Defense.

In depth look at the Internet of Things (IoT)
What does IoT mean?
Wikipedia defines the Internet of things (IoT) as the internetworking of “connected devices” or “smart devices”
(e.g., computers, phones, vehicles, buildings, and other items) with the Internet enabling data exchange. For
example, in your home alone, devices such as security cameras, smart locks, thermostats, and smart lights, could
all be part of the IoT.
The analyst firm Gartner says that by 2020 there will be over 26 billion connected devices. With billions of
devices connected together, security is a top concern. As the number of connected devices increases, the
chance of getting hacked also increases. IoT devices pose a threat that their non-connected counterparts
never did. They increase the number of gateways into your life by introducing vulnerabilities that didn’t
exist previously. The following sections highlight just a few examples.

Rental car woes

Are my kids safe?
My Friend Cayla Doll

Rental vehicles may contain infotainment
systems that can connect with personal
devices to stream music, allow hands-free calls
and texts, or guide navigation. However, using
“connected vehicles” can increase the risks
of having personal data compromised. The
Federal Trade Commission (FTC) recommends
the following when renting cars:
•

•

•

If possible, use a cigarette lighter adapter
to charge devices. Avoid the USB port
for charging, as a USB connection may
transfer personal data automatically.
Specify the types of information that
the infotainment system can access, if
available. For example, if you just want
to play music, you don’t need to “okay”
access to your contacts.
Delete all
your data from the
infotainment system before returning
the car.

It has recently been reported that the My Friend
Cayla “smart” doll has an unsecure bluetooth
device embedded into the doll making it possible
for hackers to listen and/or talk to a child playing
with the doll. Talk about creepy! Not only can
someone eavesdrop on your child and household
but they can communicate with your child
asking personal questions and gaining access
into your personal world. Unbelievable and truly
frightening!

Potentially unsafe app: Roblox
Another frightening story in recent headlines
concerns the popular gaming app, Roblox. Cyber
experts are now warning parents to carefully
review gaming apps following reports of Roblox
sex chats. Although the creator of the game states
that chat filters protecting children under the age
of 12 are automatically turned on, there is no
way to verify entered birthdays during account
creation potentially putting your children at risk.

“ALEXA, play my music”
The increasingly popular Echo Dot featuring
Alexa, a digital assistant created by Amazon,
was created to make life easier and many
owner’s of the device can attest to that. With
Echo Dot, you can stream music, set timers, ask
questions, and even make purchases.
But cyber experts say that access to an owner’s
Echo Dot can be an identity thief’s dream.
When the Echo Dot is set up in your home or
office, you can prompt communication with
it by saying “Alexa” followed by a command
(e.g., play my music). Each time, you say
“Alexa”, the microphone begins recording your
conversation even if you said it by mistake or
said another word that “Alexa” mistook for its
name. The microphone is always on. And this
should be a cause for concern. Some say that
the Echo Dot is open to hacking. Amazon is
taking steps to improve voice recognition
features that can hopefully improve security
concerns in the near future.

Featured Accolade:
“I just wanted to tell you that we are very happy with Total’s service. Everyone is great to work with – very pleasant and always takes care of our
issues/problems/questions. When Shawn works on a project for us, you can be sure there are no loose ends. Everything is working, and he makes sure
I know how to control/access things on my side and that I don’t have any questions. Recently, Shawn worked on setting up a new VPN connection so
we can access our data from the [police] cars. It’s a huge step forward for us. He was very thorough and made sure that I was satisfied with the result.
Again, thanks for hiring an excellent support staff – all of them. We think they’re great!”
Sherry DeMasco, IT Specialist at Port Washington Police District, NY
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